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The odd girth of a graph G gives the length of a shortest odd cycle in G. It is shown that the 
M6bins ladders of order 2(h - 1) are the unique minimal graphs of valency 3 and odd girth h. 
The investigation of regular graphs with given girth was generalized recently by 
Chartrand, Gould and Kapoor in [ 1]. Harary and Kov~cs introduced in [4] the 
girthpair of a graph as a different generalization of the original problem. The 
present paper is based on the latter article. 
Let G be a connected graph which is not a tree. Let g be the girth of G and let 
h be the smallest integer so that there is a cycle of length h in G and g + h is odd. 
If there is no such integer, h is taken as oo. Then (g, h) is called the girthpair of G 
and the odd one of the two integers is called the odd girth and the other the even 
girth of G. A (k; g, h)-graph is a k-regular graph with girthpair (g, h). An 
existence theorem and basic properties of (k;g, h)-graphs were given in [4] as 
well as a construction of two infinite families of smallest (k; g, h)-graphs. 
The main result of this paper involves a class of graphs that are called M6bius 
ladders and that are depicted schematically in Fig. 1. For a deeper investigation of
their properties ee [2]. 
The object of the paper is the following 
Theorem. Let h be an odd integer with h >I 5. Then the Mfbius ladder of order 
2(h-  1) is the unique minimal trivalent graph with odd girth h. 
Corollary. Let h be an odd integer with h >t 5. Then the M6bius ladder of order 
2(h-  1) is the unique minimal (3; 4, h)-graph. 
The result of the theorem comes unexpectedly in a certain sense. In [4] we 
found a rather close connection between regular graphs with given girth and 
regular graphs with given girthpair. It is known that the dete~,~ination of smallest 
trivalent graphs with given girth is very difficult and that the minimal graphs that 
were found yet seem more or less unrelated. So it is astonishing that the 
admittance of even cycles yields a well-known infinite family as the unique 
minimal graphs with given odd girth. 
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Fig. 1. The M6bius ladders. 
Concerning the investigation of regular graphs with given girthpair it would be 
interesting to find out if there is a different proof for the theorem or maybe only 
the corollary that can be extended and applied to other cases. 
Before we start with the proof of the theorem we will state a helpful definition 
and two simple Lemmas that will be used repeatedly ater. Throughout the rest of 
the paper we follow the notation of Harary's book [3]. 
lammm 1. Let G be a k-regular graph with k >I 3 which is not bipartite. Then the 
graph Ge which results from removing an arbitrary edge e from G is not bipartite 
either. 
Proot. G contains an odd cycle. The only interesting case is that e = (u, v) is an 
edge of this cycle. Then the vertices u and v are at an even distance in Ge. That 
means in any possible bipartitioning of Ge with corresponding vertex sets V1 and 
V2 the vertices u and v must belong to the same partition set, let us say Vt. 
A double counting of the edges between V1 and V2 yields 
k(Ivd- 2)+ (k- 1)2= k IV21. 
As all numbers must be integers the result follows. [] 
De~on.  For any cycle C of a graph G a path P is called a C-handle if it has 
exactly its endpoints in common with C. The C-handle forms together with C two 
new cycles Cx and C2 which are called the induced cycles of the C-handle. 
Lemmm 2. Let C be an odd cycle of a graph G and T be a path intersecting C in at 
least one edge, then there is an odd cycle Co which has exactly one single connected 
path in common with T. 
Proof. If there is no C-handle which is a subpath of T we are done. Assume that 
T1, T2, . . . ,  T~ are all the C-handles which lie completely in T. Now one of the 
two cycles induced by the C-handle Tx must be of odd length call this cycle Cx. 
T~ is part of C~ and every C~-handle that lies completely in T must be from the 
set T2 , . . . ,  Tx. So (71 has fewer handles that lie in T than C had. 
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Starting from Ct we can repeat his argument until we get the desired odd cycle 
Co. [] 
Proof of the TIheorem. Find two edges in a M6bius ladder so that the graph that 
results from deleting those two edges is bipartite. It is not difficult to find such a 
pair of edges and it is easy to verify then that the M6bius ladder of order 2(h-  1) 
has odd girth h. 
We show first the minimality of the considered graphs and use the gained 
information subsequently for the proof of the uniqueness. 
Let G be a trivalent graph with odd girth h and at most 2 (h -  1) vertices. 
Lemma 1 implies that there must be at least two odd cycles in G. As two 
independent odd cycles would yield at least 2h vertices they must intersect and 
because G is trivalent here is at least one edge in the intersection. 
By Lemma 2 choose two odd cycles C and C' in G so that they intersect in a 
single common path R and R is minimal with this property. If the length of R is 
one the proof of the minimality is complete. So we can assume henceforth that the 
length l(R) of the path R is greater than one. 
Let u and v be the endpoints of R and let R -  denote the subpath of R that is 
obtained from R by deleting u and v. Let P be the path C -R  (i.e. the induced 
subgraph of C that is spanned by those vertices of C that do not belong to R), 
and let P' be the path C ' -R .  See Fig. 2. 
Define C* to be the cycle spanned by Pt.IP't.J{u, v}. The length l(C*) of C* is 
even because 
l(C*) = l (C)+ l (C') -  2I(R). 
We will show now that there is another C*-handle S whose two induced cycles 
are odd. 
Delete the edge of R that is incident with vertex u. By Lemma 1 the remaining 
graph contains an odd cycle C1. As we had seen before every two odd cycles must 
intersect in G, i.e. C N C1, and C'N C~ are nonempty. But we claim that C1 has 
no intersection with R-.  For the proof of this statement assume the contrary. By 
construction C1 can not contain the complete path R. So C1 must contain a path 
with one endpoint in R -  and one endpoint in P or P' and no other intersection 
with C*. AS the argument is the same in both cases let us assume that the 
p P' 
Fig. 2. 
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endpoint of the path is in P. The considered path is a C-handle, so one of the two 
induced cycles of the C-handle must be odd, call this cycle C". But then C' f3 C" 
would be a proper subpath of R contradicting the minimality of R. We have 
shown now that C1 N R-  = ~. 
Starting from C1 we get by the aid of I.emma 2 a cycle Co that intersects C* in 
a single path. The method of construction used in Lemma 2 shows that the 
resulting cycle Co lies in the union of C* and Cz, so Co must be different from C 
and C'. 
Let S be the C*-handle which is implicitly defined by Co, let y and z be the 
endpoints of S and define S- to be the path that is obtained from S by deleting 
the vertices y and z. The two induced cycles of the C*-handle S are odd and 
consequently because of the minimality of R the path S can not be shorter than 
R. 
We have now four mutually disjoint paths P, P', R and S- in G. These paths 
have at least 2(h - 1) vertices what can be seen as follows. The number of vertices 
of P, P' and R together is at least 2h- IV (R) I  and as S has at least the same 
length as R we have I v(s-)l ~> IV(R)I-2. This proves the minimality part of the 
theorem. 
Assume now that there is another smallest graph G except from the respective 
M6bius ladder which satisfies the properties of the Theorem. 
We continue using the information and the terminology that we have developed 
above. Assume that the path R of G has length greater than one. We had seen 
before that the C*-handle S cannot intersect with R-. Consequently S has one 
endpoint in P and the other in P' because ach of the two odd cycles that are 
induced by the C*-handle S must intersect with every other odd cycle in at least 
one edge, especially with C and C'. 
Now consider the vertex w of R-  that is next to v. This vertex can not be 
adjacent to a vertex in P or P', consequently it must have a neighbour in S-. But 
now we have constructed a C-handle (and a C'-handle) and the odd cycle induced 
by it has a smaller intersection with C' than R, contradicting the minimality of R. 
Consequently R is of length 1 and the path S can not exist. 
We can draw and label G like in Fig. 3. (Where u, v, x~, x2 , . . . ,  xh-:z may be 
the vertices of C and u, v, Yx, Y2,..-, Yh-2 may be those of C'.) Each vertex x~ 
Y2 Y3 J~-3 - 
X'l X2 x3 Xh-3 "~h-2 
Fig. 3. 
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must be adjacent o some Yr- For simplicity let us call each pair of vertices {x~, Yi} 
the vertices of level i. 
It is easy to see that a vertex of level 1 can be adjacent only to the respective 
vertex of level 2 or level h -2 .  In each other case we would get either a C-handle 
or a C'-handle with an induced odd cycle that has length less than h. We will 
show now that without loss of generality x l -  Y2 and y l -  xh-2 where ' - '  denotes 
the adjacency relation. 
Assume that xt-" Y2 and yx~x2. Then x3 must be adjacent o Y4 because 
otherwise the path Yl x2 x3 yi--with i = 3 or i I> 5--would be a C'-handle with an 
induced odd cycle that is too small. Repeating this argument we get x2i-1-Y2i 
and Y2i-t "" x2~ for i = 0 , . . . ,  (h - 3)/2 but this would leave us with xh-2 and Yh-2 
which can not be adjacent. 
Assume now that both vertices of level 1 are adjacent to the respective vertices 
of level h -  2. Then relabel the graph G as defined by the following transitions: 
(y~, v) and (Y2+~, Yh-2-i) for i = 0, 1 , . . . ,  (h - 5)/2 (the relabeling is obtained by 
mapping the path y~ Y2""Yh-2  v on itself with the ends interchanged). The 
relabeled graph has x t~ Y2 and y~-xh-2  and so we have shown that we can 
assume the existence of these edges in G without loss of generality. Now consider 
the neighbour y~ of x2 where i~ {3, 4 , . . . ,  h -2} .  If i~ 3 then either the path 
u x l  x2 y~ is a C'-handle with the induced odd cycle smaller than h or 
x2 xx Y2 Y3" " • Y~ is an odd cycle of length less than h. Repeating this argument we 
find Jq---y~+~ for i= l , . . . ,h -3 .  The obtained graph is the M6bius ladder of 
order 2 (h -  1). [] 
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